CUDDLY BUBBLE

by TiYasa
There was a little kitty named Bubbly. But her name was not Bubbly at first. She was named as Sugar when she was born. Do you know how she got her new name? Let me tell you the story.
Sugar lived in a family of four. There were the mother, the father and their two children, Emily and Greg.
One day, Sugar was all snuggled up in Emily’s lap. Both of them were watching Curious George, their favorite show. Sugar liked the way George tried to explore everything and thought to follow George.
The next day, Greg wanted to take a bubble bath. Sugar remembered Curious George and wanted to find out what Greg was up to. So she sneaked inside the bathroom.
Meanwhile, Greg poured some bubble bath in the water, but he forgot to close the lid. While Greg was happily playing with his squirt toys, Sugar tried to see what’s inside the bottle. She touched the bottle with her paw ever so gently....And then, PLOP!!!

All the bubble bath poured in the water. Bubbles started to come out of the tub—filling the bathroom floor—through the door and into Greg’s room!
When Greg's mother came to call him for lunch, she was surprised with all the bubbles.

“What's going on?” asked his mother.

“I... I don't know, said Greg. “I was just playing in the tub when suddenly oceans of bubbles spilled out of the tub.”
Suddenly, there was a meow under the bubbles. Sugar appeared with bubbles all over her. The meow meant “It was me…” Both Greg and his mother laughed and laughed and laughed.

That’s how Sugar got her new name Bubbly.

Appropriate, isn’t it?

The End